Molecular organization of type IV collagen: polymer liquid crystal-like aspects.
A new X-ray diffraction pattern from type IV collagen is described, which can be interpreted on the basis of crystalline and liquid crystalline origins of the reflections. Bovine anterior lens capsules extracted with 1 M NaCl and oriented by extension of 60% under constant load gave medium angle X-ray diffraction patterns showing many of the characteristics typical of liquid crystals. Prominent features, apart from those wide angle features attributable to the collagen triple helix, are (1) a four-point pattern of broad reflections at d-spacing 3.9 nm, and layer line spacing near 5 nm. (2) A broad intense equatorial peak centred at 1.24 nm, indicative of liquid-like lateral molecular associations. (3) A set of five sharp, streaked meridional reflections (previously obscured by the broad peak near 5 nm in unextracted capsules). (4) A further six higher angle reflections of a diffuse, arced and broad appearance on the meridian. The sharp streaked meridional reflections emanate from a long-range periodicity of units 8-9 nm in diameter. These features form a self-consistent system if interpreted on the basis of a staggered liquid crystal-like array of collagen molecules, in which case the first five meridionals and remaining broad reflections, sampled on the meridian, can all be indexed as orders of 21 nm.